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A Georgian Mile Above the Rest. 



THE STAPLETON | A CHAMPAGNE BAR

 No. 25 Fitzwilliam Place has a long and storied history with 
spells as a Georgian family home in the 1800’s, a doctor’s 

private practice in the early 1900’s, and a hub for business 
and banking in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s. Irish family-

owned and managed since 2005, the Kelly family have lovingly 
restored No. 25 to its Georgian hey-day and its halls once 

again ring with the sounds of weddings, private dining and 
corporate business gatherings.

With a warm welcome, excellent food and flawless service, 
our expert events team at No. 25 guarantee that the legacy of 
hospitality that was a benchmark of the house in the 1800’s 

continues to be felt today.

Restored with Love.
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THE EILEEN GRAY | COCKTAIL RECEPTION



   

YOU ARE GUARANTEED A WARM WELCOME,  
EXCELLENT FOOD & FLAWLESS SERVICE

Whether you are planning a business breakfast, a canapé and champagne 
reception, a three-course lunch or an elaborate six-course dinner, our 

professional and experienced team will be delighted to create a truly unique 
experience for you and your guests.

Private Dining
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Room Reception Round Table Block Table

GANDON’S I 40 30 22

GANDON’S II 40 30 20

GANDON’S I & II 80 60 -

EILEEN GRAY 50 20 20



THE EILEEN GRAY | BOARDROOM SETUP



FOR EVENTS THAT REQUIRE SOPHISTICATION & DISCRETION

Our meeting rooms, each with natural daylight, have been decorated in a 
classic yet contemporary style highlighting the elegance of their original 
Georgian features. Each space can be adapted for a variety of uses, from 

meetings and breakout lunches to dinners and networking events.

We also offer coffee, luxury teas, and access to our on-site sister restaurant 
Suesey Street. Our dedicated team will ensure that all your requirements are 

met efficiently, and your event runs smoothly on the day.

Meeting Rooms
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Room Boardroom Cabaret Theatre

GANDON’S I 20 21 30

GANDON’S II 20 21 30

GANDON’S I & II - 42 60

EILEEN GRAY 16 21 30



Tastefully decorated in keeping with the Georgian history of 
the building, this relaxing room is your first entry into our 

elegant townhouse and is the perfect place for 
 welcoming your guests. 

No. 25 hosts events on a one group per sitting basis so you’ll 
be guaranteed full exclusivity of the house and lounge for the 

duration of your time with us. 

The Lovett Pearce Lounge
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Located at the ground floor, the Eileen Gray 
accommodates  60 guests for pre-dinner drinks  

and canapés receptions.

Finished in a muted grey tone, the stylish room  
features a large floor to ceiling sash window 
overlooking the terrace to the townhouse.

This flexible space can be adapted to a variety of uses 
for your event, transforming easily from boardroom to 
drinks reception to a dancefloor with a live band or DJ.

The Eileen Gray
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Located on the first floor, the Gandon rooms can 
accommodate up to 60 guests seated, or 80 guests for 

standing drinks and finger food. 

The adjoining rooms are painted in a distinct navy blue 
and feature large floor to ceiling sash windows overlooking 
Fitzwilliam Place to the front. Oversized marble fireplaces 
blend with the walled plasterwork and carefully chosen 

artwork helps to provide a look that is impressive and elegant.

The Gandon rooms are linked by full height double doors, 
which epitomise the style of Georgian entertaining at one of 

Dublin’s most prestigious addresses.

The Gandon’s
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FINE DINING IN A UNIQUE SETTING

With training from Fairmont Hotels and Four Seasons around the 
world, the team at No. 25 Fitzwilliam Place have an elite background 

that is reflected in their 5-star service and professionalism.

We are committed to using locally sourced ingredients and by
supporting Irish farmers producers and fishermen.

The culinary team at No. 25 Fitzwilliam Place also look after our sister
restaurant Suesey Street. As appealing on the eye as it is on the palate,

our food is confident and sophisticated, not to mention delicious.

Handled with Care.



  

PRESERVING A 170 YEAR LEGACY OF HOSPITALITY

Standing proudly on the younger end of Dublin’s Georgian Mile, No. 25 
Fitzwilliam Place’s long legacy has taken it from historical family home to 
contemporary private venue, while maintaining its common threads of 

warmth, welcome and sociability.

25 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2

info@25fitzwilliamplace.ie | 25fitzwilliamplace.ie
+353 (0)1 669 4646

Contact Us
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